Introduction

1.1.
Let p be a prime number and G a finite group; since [8] we try to understand the meaning of what was vaguely called "p-local structure of G" and, on this way, in our Bourbaki's lecture [9] we formally introduced the Frobenius category of G (at p)-namely, the category F G formed by all the p-subgroups of G, and all the group homomorphisms between them induced by the inner automorphisms of G and by their inclusions-a usual terminology in Chevalley's Seminar. The fundamental Frobenius' Criterion on the existence of a normal p-complement in G can be viewed as the conceptual origin of this approach.
1.2.
More generally, since [1] the question switched from the "p-local structure of G" to the "b-local structure of G" for any Brauer block b of G and, coherently, in his Bourbaki's lecture [2] , Michel Broué introduces the Brauer category of b, which already was our common language when considering the nilpotent blocks [5] . In the Brauer category of b, the objects are all the so-called Brauer b-pairs (P , e), formed by a p-subgroup P of G such that-in Brauer's terms-b is induced from some block of C G (P ) , and e is one of them; between these pairs it exists a suitable "inclusion," and once again the morphisms are the group homomorphisms-between the p-groups-induced by the inner automorphisms of G and by these "inclusions." Actually, we were quickly aware that many Brauer categories of blocks are ordinary Frobenius categories of (other) groups.
1.3.
The existence of the localizing functor over the Brauer category of a blockproved in [10] -pushed us to look for an abstract description which could allow an eventual classification of the "p-local structures," a purpose already hazarded in [8] . From this spirit, in 1991 we found the Frobenius categories over a finite p-group; our work, widely presented in Chevalley's Seminar, remained unpublished waiting for a significant test on its interest. The recent interest of several people on the subject (see [4] , for instance) motivates the present paper on the Frobenius categories and a forthcoming paper on the localizing functor and the localities [14] .
1.4.
As suggested above, the choice of the conditions in the abstract setting follows as near as possible the behavior of F G ; but, since it only makes sense to consider this category up to equivalences, we put a unique maximal object P which is a finite p-group. As a matter of fact, we start with a very simple definition of the so-called category over Por P -category in short-but are really interested on the P -categories fulfilling a suitable set of conditions, namely the Frobenius P -categories; however, it is handy to name the previous steps. 1 The Frobenius categories of the normalizers and the centralizers of the p-subgroups of G can be determined from F G and a first satisfactory result is that, in the abstract setting of a category over a finite p-group, they can be defined and inherit the set of conditions, determining new Frobenius categories.
The well-known Alperin's Fusion
Theorem is one of the typical statements on G that can be formulated in F G , and that it remains true in all the Frobenius P -categories F . More precisely, as in [8, Chapter III] , the most significant point about fusions is the emergency of the F -essential objects; but, we have improved our formulation there by considering the corresponding additive category, where a fusion appears as a difference of two morphisms. A first consequence of this kind of results is that, we get an analogous of the Frobenius category of O p (G): for any Frobenius P -category F we prove that the intersection of all the Frobenius subcategories containing O p (F(Q)), for any subgroup Q of P , is a Frobenius P -category too-called the adjoint Frobenius P -subcategory of F .
1.6.
From the translation of Alperin's Fusion Theorem, it makes sense to consider the F -focal or, better, the F -hyperfocal subgroup of P , which corresponds to a Sylow p-subgroup of O p (G) whenever F is the Frobenius category of a finite group G; as a matter of fact, for any Frobenius P -category there exists a suitable Frobenius category over the F -hyperfocal subgroup-called the hyperfocal Frobenius subcategory of F . At this point, the iteration of the adjoint and the hyperfocal constructions leads us to the definition of the (p-)solvable Frobenius categories and a significant result that we will prove in [14] is that any of them is just the Frobenius category of a finite p-solvable group.
1.7.
The notation is standard and mainly concerns group theory-our standard reference being [6] -and homological algebra-our standard reference being [13] . In particular, if G is a finite group and p a prime number, recall that O p (G) , O p (G), O p (G) and O p (G) respectively denote the minimal or the maximal normal subgroups of G with their index or their order being a power of p or prime to p. For any subgroup H of G, we setN G (H ) = N G (H )/H and, for another subgroup K, we denote by T G (K, H ) the set of x ∈ G fulfilling xKx −1 ⊂ H ; if K ⊂ H , we denote by ι H K the corresponding inclusion map. 2 2.1. Let P be a finite p-group and denote by F P its Frobenius category. A P -category F is a subcategory of the category of groups Gr, containing F P and with the same objects, where all the homomorphisms are injective; for any pair of subgroups Q and R of P , we denote by F(Q, R) the set of morphisms in F from R to Q and we write F(Q) instead of F(Q, Q). Note that the intersection F ∩ F of two P -categories is a P -category too, and that there is a unique maximal P -category, namely the P -category containing all the injective group homomorphisms between the subgroups of P .
Definition of the Frobenius P -categories
2.2.
Obviously, for any finite group G having P as a Sylow p-subgroup, we have a P -category F G,P by considering all the group homomorphisms between the subgroups of P induced by the inner automorphisms of G; this category is equivalent to the Frobenius category of G at p and usually we simply write F G ; note that G/O p (G) determines the same P -category as G.
2.3.
We say that F is divisible whenever it fulfills
if Q, R and T are subgroups of P , for any ϕ ∈ F(Q, R) and any group homomorphism ψ : T → R the composition ϕ • ψ belongs to F(Q, T ) (if and) only if ψ ∈ F(R, T ).
or, equivalently, whenever for any subgroup Q of P , the category (F) Q over Q is a full subcategory of (Gr) Q . Note that the maximal P -category is divisible, and that the intersection of two divisible P -categories is divisible too. Actually, all the P -categories we will consider are divisible; notice that, in this case if ϕ ∈ F(Q, R) then the equality |Q| = |R| implies that ϕ −1 belongs to F(R, Q); more generally, if Q and R are respective subgroups of Q and R such that ϕ(R ) ⊂ Q , the group homomorphism R → Q determined by ϕ belongs to F(Q , R ), as it is easily checked.
2.4.
In particular, a divisible P -category F is determined by the sets F(P , Q) where Q runs over the set of all the subgroups of P ; conversely, if X is a P -stable set of subgroups of P and, for any Q ∈ X, H(P , Q) ⊂ Hom(Q, P ) is a set of injective homomorphisms containing F P (P , Q) and fulfilling the following two conditions: 2.4.1 if Q ∈ X and ϕ ∈ H(P , Q) then any subgroup R of P containing ϕ(Q) belongs to X,
if Q, R ∈ X and θ ∈ Hom(Q, R) fulfill H(P , Q) ∩ (H(P , R) • θ) = ∅, then we have H(P , R) • θ ⊂ H(P , Q),
it is straightforward to prove that there is a divisible P -category F fulfilling F (P , Q) = H(P , Q) for any Q ∈ X.
2.5.
Let F be a divisible P -category and Q a subgroup of P . If F is the P -category associated with a finite group G having Sylow p-subgroup P , it is obvious that the centralizer or the normalizer of Q in P need not be a Sylow p-subgroup of the corresponding centralizer or normalizer in G, and in our abstract setting we will determine when they are. For dealing with both-centralizer and normalizer-simultaneously, we introduce the K-normalizer N K G (Q) of Q in G for any subgroup K of Aut(Q), which is just the converse image of K in N G (Q); actually, in the case of N K P (Q) only the p-subgroups of Aut(Q) will be really involved. Moreover, it is handy to introduce the following notation: if Q, R and T are subgroups of P and Q ⊂ T , any injective group homomorphism ψ : T → R determines a group isomorphism Aut(Q) ∼ = Aut(ψ(Q)) and we simply denote by ψ K and ψ χ the images of K ⊂ Aut(Q) and χ ∈ Aut(Q), respectively.
2.6.
Let F be a divisible P -category, Q a subgroup of P and K a subgroup of Aut(Q); it is quite clear that, for any ψ ∈ F(P , Q · N K P (Q)), we have ψ(N K P (Q)) ⊂ N ψ K P (ψ(Q)); thus, we say that Q is fully K-normalized in F whenever it fulfills 2.6.1 for any ψ ∈ F(P , Q · N K P (Q)), we have ψ(N K P (Q)) = N ψ K
P (ψ(Q)).
If K = {id Q } or K = Aut(Q), we respectively say that Q is fully centralized or fully normalized in F ; note that K and K · F Q (Q) play the same role, so that we always may assume that F Q (Q) ⊂ K.
2.7.
From the above inclusion, it is quite clear that if R is a subgroup of Q · N K P (Q) containing Q and ϕ ∈ F(P , R) fulfills the condition 2.7.1 for any ϕ ∈ F(P , R), we have |N (Q ) and F is divisible, any ψ ∈ F(P , Q · N ϕ K P (Q )) determines ϕ ∈ F(P , R) mapping v ∈ R on ψ(ϕ(v)) and therefore we get
In particular, there is ϕ ∈ F(P , Q) such that ϕ(Q) is both fully centralized and fully ϕ K-normalized in F ; indeed, there exists ϕ ∈ F(P , Q) such that Q = ϕ (Q) is fully centralized in F , and then there is ψ ∈ F(P , Q · C P (Q )) such that ψ (Q ) is fully ψ ( ϕ K)-normalized in F ; but ψ (Q ) is fully centralized too.
2.8.
For any subgroup P of P , a P -subcategory F of F has an obvious definition, and the conditions to define a Frobenius P -category we are looking for will be a suitable formulation of Sylow's Theorem in the P -subcategories, for suitable P we define here. With the notation and the hypothesis above, assume that Q is fully K-normalized in F ;
where, for any pair of subgroups R and T of N K P (Q), the set of morphisms from T to R is the set of ϕ ∈ F(R, T ) fulfilling the following condition
and that
It is quite clear that
also coincides with the set of group homomorphisms ϕ : T → R fulfilling condition 2.8.1. Note that, whenever F is the Frobenius category associated with a finite group G, N K F (Q) is just the Frobenius category associated with the K-normalizer of Q in G.
2.9.
Strictly speaking, the definition of N K F (Q) does not depend on the assumption that Q is fully K-normalized in F , but only in this case it could come from the Frobenius category of a finite group; moreover, whenever F is the Frobenius category associated with a finite group G, for any ϕ ∈ F(P , Q) the p-subgroup N ϕ K P (ϕ(Q)) has a G-conjugate in the K-normalizer of Q in G and, by Sylow's Theorem, we may choose the conjugate in N K P (Q). Thus, we say that a P -category F is a Frobenius P -category (or a Frobenius category over P ) if it is divisible and fulfills the following two conditions:
2.10. Actually, in condition 2.9.2 we may assume that K contains F Q (Q) (cf. 2.5), and that Q = ϕ(Q) is fully centralized too; indeed, in any case there is ϕ ∈ F(P , Q) such that Q = ϕ (Q) is both fully centralized and fully ϕ K-normalized in F ; thus, denoting
for any u ∈ Q, and ψ (u ) = ϕ ( ϕ χ (u )) for any u ∈ Q , then, since F is divisible and we have 
Indeed, first of all note that if Q is a subgroup of P fully centralized in F and R is a subgroup of N P (Q) containing Q then we have N
; then, condition 2.9.2 implies the existence of ψ ∈ F(P , R) and χ ∈ F R (Q) such that ψ(u) = ϕ(χ(u)) for any u ∈ Q, and it suffices to choose w ∈ R lifting χ and 
In this case, for any subgroup Q of P and any subgroup K of Aut(Q), the following statements are equivalent:
ized and fully ϕ K-normalized in F ; by Lemma 2.13 below, setting K = ϕ K we know that
and therefore, for a suitable χ ∈ K, we have 2.12.
Moreover, choose ϕ ∈ F(P , Q ) such that Q = ϕ (Q ) is fully centralized and fully normalized in F (cf. 2.7); once again, up to a modification of our choice, we may as-
, it is clear that ρ extends ϕ • χ . Now, assume that F is a Frobenius P -category; we firstly prove that statement 2.12.2 implies statement 2.12.4; indeed, since F is divisible, any element ψ ∈ F(P , Q · C P (Q)) determines ϕ ∈ F(P , ψ(Q)) such that ϕ (ψ(u)) = u for any u ∈ Q (cf. 2.3) and therefore, setting Q = ψ(Q) and K = ψ K, by condition 2.9.2 there are ξ ∈ F(P , N K P (Q )) and χ ∈ K such that ξ (u ) = ϕ (χ (u )) for any u ∈ Q ; in particular, ξ (C P (Q )) ⊂ C P (Q) and therefore ψ(C P (Q)) = C P (Q ); that is to say, Q is fully centralized in F and then statement 2.12.4 follows from Lemma 2.13 below.
Moreover, if Q is a subgroup of P and ϕ ∈ F(P , Q) an element such that Q = ϕ(Q) is fully centralized and fully normalized in F then, for any subgroup R of N P (Q) such that
, it is easily checked that Q is also fully F R (Q )-normalized in F ; hence, condition 2.9.2 implies the existence of ψ ∈ F(P , R) and χ ∈ F R (Q) such that ψ(u) = ϕ(χ(u)) for any u ∈ Q; thus, in order to prove statement 2.12.1, it suffices to choose w ∈ R lifting χ and to define ρ ∈ F(P , R) by ρ(v) = ψ(v w ) for any v ∈ R.
Finally, assume that statement 2.12.4 holds; according to the divisibility of F and to condition 2.9.2, for any ϕ ∈ F(P , Q), setting Q = ϕ(Q) there is ψ ∈ F(P , Q · C P (Q )) such that ψ(ϕ(u)) = u for any u ∈ Q, and therefore we have ψ(C P (Q )) ⊂ C P (Q); hence, we get
which proves statement 2.12.3 (cf. 2.7). 2 Lemma 2.13. Let F be a divisible P -category such that F P (P ) is a Sylow P -subgroup of F(P ), and X a nonempty set of subgroups of P such that if Q ∈ X then any subgroup R of P fulfilling F(R, Q) = ∅ belongs to X. Assume that for any subgroup Q ∈ X, any ϕ ∈ F(P , Q) such that ϕ(Q) is fully centralized in F , and any subgroup R of
for any u ∈ Q. Then, for any Q ∈ X and any subgroup K of Aut(Q) such that Q is fully centralized and fully
Proof. We may assume that Q = P and argue by induction on |P : Q|; set R = N K P (Q). In the case where K = Aut(Q), denoting by J the set of automorphisms of R stabilizing Q, it is clear that N J P (R) = R and therefore, since Q is fully normalized in F , R is fully J -normalized in F so that, according to the induction hypothesis, J ∩ F P (R) = F R (R) is a Sylow p-subgroup of J ∩ F(R); but, since Q is fully centralized in F , it follows from our hypothesis that any element of N F (Q) (F R (Q)) can by lifted to J ∩ F(R); consequently,
In the general case, choose ϕ ∈ F(P , Q · C P (Q)) such that Q = ϕ (Q) is fully normalized in F (cf. 2.7); thus, since Q is also fully centralized in F , according to the above argument, F P (Q ) is a Sylow p-subgroup of F(Q ) and therefore it contains a Sylow p-subgroup of τ •ϕ K for a suitable τ ∈ F(Q ); that is to say, up to a modification of our choice of ϕ , we may assume
; now, according to our hypothesis, ϕ can be extended to ρ ∈ F(P , Q · R) and moreover, if Q is fully K-normalized in F , we have 
induced by the restriction is surjective.
Proof. If F is a Frobenius P -category, it follows from condition 2.9.2 that, for any
and, since Q is fully normalized in F , we have ψ(N P (Q)) = N P (Q ); moreover, the surjectivity of homomorphism 2.14.1 follows from Proposition 2.12.
Conversely, assume that F fulfills the condition above; first of all, we claim that F P (Q) is a Sylow p-subgroup of F(Q). Indeed, let ξ : N P (Q) → P be an F -morphism such that N = ξ(N P (Q)) is fully normalized in F ; arguing by induction, we may assume that F P (N ) is already a Sylow p-subgroup of F(N ) and therefore, up to a modification of our choice of ξ , we still may assume that F P (N ) Q is a Sylow p-subgroup of F(N ) Q . Then, according to our hypothesis, the image of
is fully normalized in F (cf. 2.7) and then, according to our hypothesis, there is an F -isomorphism ζ : (u) )) for any u ∈ Q, whereas Q = ξ(Q) remains fully normalized in F . That is to say, setting R = ζ(ψ(R)), the groups F R (Q ) and σ
At this point, it suffices to prove that there is θ ∈ F(P , R ) fulfilling θ (Q ) = Q and θ (u ) = σ (u ) for any u ∈ Q ; indeed, in this case the F -morphism R → P mapping v ∈ R to θ (ζ (ψ(v))) extends ϕ and the corollary follows from Proposition 2.12. We apply Alperin's Fusion Theorem [6, Chapter 7, Theorem 2.6] to the group F(Q ) and argue by induction on the length of the decomposition of σ in Alperin's statement. Thus, there are T ⊂ N P (Q ), η ∈ F(T , R ) and τ ∈ N F (Q ) (F T (Q )) such that η (Q ) = Q and that the image of the restriction of η to Q coincides with τ −1 • σ ; but, according to our hypothesis, τ can be lifted to some ρ ∈ F(T ) Q and therefore the restriction of ρ
since P is obviously fully normalized in F , denoting by N the subgroup of automorphisms of Q · P which stabilize Q and P , and act on Q via elements of K, it follows from Lemma 2.16 below that Q · P is fully N -normalized in F and then, it follows from Proposition 2.12 that N ∩ F P (Q · P ) is a Sylow p-subgroup of N ∩ F(Q · P ); but, by the very definition of F (cf. 2.8.1), the restriction to P determines a surjective homomorphism N ∩ F(Q · P ) → F (P ) mapping N ∩ F P (Q · P ) onto F P (P ), so that F fulfills condition 2.9.1.
Let R be a subgroup of P , L a subgroup of Aut(R), ϕ and element of F (P , R) such that ϕ(R) is fully ϕ L-normalized in F , and ψ and element of F(Q · P , Q · R) such that we have ψ(v) = ϕ(v) for any v ∈ R and that there is χ ∈ K fulfilling ψ(u) = χ(u) for any u ∈ Q (cf. 2.8.1); set T = Q · R and denote by M the subgroup of automorphisms of T which stabilize Q and R, and act on them via elements of K and L, respectively. According to Lemma 2.16 below, ψ(T ) is fully M -normalized in F and therefore, according to condition 2.9.2, there are ζ ∈ F(P , T · N M P (T )) and μ ∈ M such that ζ(w) = ψ(μ(w)) for any w ∈ T ; in particular, for any u ∈ Q we get ζ(u) = χ(μ(u)) and therefore the action of ζ on Q determines an element of K; thus, ζ(R · N M P (T )) also normalizes Q and acts on it via a subgroup of K. Consequently, since N M P (T ) = N L P (R) (cf. Lemma 2.16 below) and the action of μ on R determines an element λ of L, the restriction of ζ to R · N L P (R) determines an element of F (P , R · N L P (R)) and, for any v ∈ R, we have 
is easily checked and needs no hypothesis on F . For any ψ ∈ F(P , T · N M P (T )), consider the element of F(P , ψ(Q)) obtained from the composition of the inclusion map determined by Q ⊂ P and the inverse of the isomorphism Q ∼ = ψ(Q) determined by ψ; since Q is fully K-normalized in F , setting Q = ψ(Q) and according to condition 2.9.2, there are
and, according to the same equality applied to Proof. We may assume that q contains Q and does not contain {1}, and we argue by induction on |q|; if T is the minimal element of q then there is a morphism ψ ∈ F(P , Q)
(T ) (cf. Proposition 2.15); consequently, according to the induction hypothesis applied to the chain ψ(q − {T }), there is ϕ ∈ F (P , Q) such that, for any R ∈ q − {T }, ϕ (ψ(R)) is fully centralized in F , so in F by Lemma 2.16; hence, it suffices to consider ϕ ∈ F(P , Q) mapping u ∈ Q on ϕ (ψ(u)), since ϕ(T ) = T . 2
Nilcentralized and selfcentralizing subgroups
3.1. Let P be a finite p-group and F a divisible P -category; in order to check whether or not F is a Frobenius P -category, we only need to control condition 2.12.1 over a restricted family of subgroups of P -the F -selfcentralizing subgroups-that we introduce in this section (see Theorem 3.6 below). Actually, this family has an interest on its own; for instance, as we show in the next section, the finite sequence category of the exterior quotient of the full subcategory of F over this family holds a direct product; this mainly depends on Proposition 3.3 which is fulfilled by a larger family-the F -nilcentralized subgroups of P -preserved by central quotients (see Section 6 below). We say that a sub-
if it has a nilpotent centralizer, which motivates the terminology).
Proof. We may assume that Q R and then, according to Corollary 2.17, that R is fully centralized in F ; moreover, it follows from 2.7 that there is ψ ∈ F(P , R · C P (R)) such that Q = ψ(Q) is fully normalized in F and therefore, according to Proposition 2.12, it is fully centralized too; but, it is clear that R = ψ(R) is also fully centralized in F ; in this situation the statement follows since
Proof. We argue by induction on |Q : R| and may assume that R = Q; moreover, up to the replacement of Q and R by ϕ (Q) and ϕ (R), from the divisibility of F we may assume that ϕ is the inclusion map and that R is fully centralized in F . Set N = N Q (R) and U = F P (R), so that N U P (R) = N P (R); then, according to Proposition 2.12, R is also fully U -normalized in F and, since R is F -nilcentralized, it is not difficult to see that
, N ) and therefore there is w ∈ N P (R) such that ϕ(v) w = v for any v ∈ N ; but, N is also F -nilcentralized and, according to Lemma 3.4 below, is fully centralized in F too; consequently, it follows from the induction hypothesis that there is v ∈ C P (N ) ⊂ C P (R) such that ϕ(u) wv = u for any u ∈ Q. 2
Lemma 3.4. Assume that F is a Frobenius
Proof. We obviously may assume that R Q; choose ϕ ∈ F(P , Q) such that Q = ϕ(Q) is fully centralized in F and set R = ϕ(R); then, it is clear that ϕ F Q (R) = F Q ·C P (R ) (R ) and therefore, since R is fully centralized in F , it follows from statement 2.11.1 that
, R is also fully U -normalized in F and the composition of ϕ with the restriction of ψ to Q determines an element of
, up to a modification of our choice of ψ, we may assume that ψ(ϕ(u)) = u for any u ∈ Q and then we have ψ(C P (Q )) ⊂ C P (Q), which forces the equality and proves that Q is fully centralized too.
3.5.
We say that a subgroup Q of P is F -selfcentralizing 4 whenever
for any ϕ ∈ F(P , Q); then, Q is F -nilcentralized and a subgroup R of P such that
Denote byF the exterior quotient of F , namely the category over the same set of objects and where, for any pair of subgroups Q and R of P , the set of morphismsF(Q, R) from R to Q is the quotient of F(Q, R) by the inner automorphisms of Q (and of R); for any ϕ ∈ F(Q, R), we denote byφ the class of ϕ. 2
Corollary 3.6. Assume that F is a Frobenius P -category. For any F -selfcentralizing subgroups Q, R and T of P and any element ϕ ∈ F(R, Q), the mapF(T , R) →F(T , Q) determined by the composition withφ is injective. In particular, any morphism inF from a F -selfcentralizing subgroup of P is an epimorphism.
Proof. If two elementsψ,ψ ∈F(T , R) fulfillψ •φ =ψ •φ, we may choose representatives ψ ofψ and ψ ofψ such that ψ • ϕ = ψ • ϕ, and then it follows from Proposition 3.3 that there is z ∈ Z(Q) fulfilling
for any v ∈ R, so thatψ =ψ . 2
3.7.
Conversely, a subgroup Q of P fully centralized in F is F -selfcentralizing if and only if we have C P (Q) = Z(Q), namely if Q is selfcentralizing in P . But, if F is a Frobenius P -category, a subgroup Q of P fully normalized in F is also fully centralized (cf. Proposition 2.12) and therefore it is F -selfcentralizing if and only if it is selfcentralizing in P ; moreover, in this case, according to statement 2.10.1 and Proposition 3.
can be extended to R, in a unique way up to conjugation by Z(Q). Conversely, we have the following criterion. 5 4 Although in a restricted sense, the term "self centralizing" already appears in 1963 in the fundamental paper "Solvability of groups of odd paper" by W. Feit and J. Thompson. 5 Presented in the Chevalley Seminar in February 1992.
Theorem 3.8. The divisible P -category F is a Frobenius P -category if and only if the following conditions hold:
Proof. Clearly, conditions 3.8.1, 3.8.2 and 3.8.3 are necessary (the necessity of 3.8.3 follows from 2.11.1). For any pair Q and Q of F -isomorphic subgroups of P , consider the set F (Q , Q) of ϕ ∈ F(Q , Q) such that there are subgroups U and U of P F -isomorphic to Q and Q , which are fully centralized and fully normalized in F , and admit F -morphisms
and
is fully centralized and fully normalized in F (cf. 2.7), it is clear that U = uU u −1 = u λ(Q ) is also fully centralized and fully normalized in F , and it suffices to consider λ = u λ and the group isomorphism
, in this case we have C P (U ) ⊂ U and C P (U ) ⊂ U , and therefore the existence of σ ∈ F(U , U) fulfilling 3.8.5 is clear. If F is a Frobenius P -category, we claim that F (Q , Q) = F(Q , Q); indeed, we can choose subgroups U and U of P F -isomorphic to Q and Q , and both fully centralized and fully normalized in F ; then, by condition 2.9.2, there are morphisms λ ∈ F(N P (U ), N P (Q)) and λ ∈ F(N P (U ), N P (Q )) fulfilling λ(Q) = U and λ (Q ) = U ; now, any ϕ ∈ F(Q , Q) induces and element σ ∈ F(U, U ) fulfilling λ (ϕ(u)) = σ (λ(u)) for any u ∈ Q and, since U is fully centralized in F , σ can be extended to U · C P (U ). In particular, if F is a divisible P -subcategory of F and, for any F -selfcentralizing subgroup R of P , it fulfills F (P , R) = F(P , R), we claim that F = F ; it suffices to prove that, for any subgroup Q of P , we have F (P , Q) = F(P , Q). We argue by induction on |P : Q|, consider ϕ ∈ F(P , Q) and set Q = ϕ(Q); since we may assume that Q is not F -selfcentralizing, we have U = U · C P (U ) above and, according to our induction hypothesis, the F -morphisms λ, λ and σ already are F -morphisms, which proves that ϕ is a F -morphism too.
From now on, we assume that F fulfills the conditions above; more generally, for any pair Q and R of subgroups of P we set
where ι Q ϕ(R) denotes the corresponding inclusion map, and we will prove that F is a Frobenius P -category, so that F = F by condition 3.8.3; that is to say, arguing by induction on |P : R|, we will prove that F is a category and fulfills conditions 2.3.1 and 2.9.2; note that, according to 2.3, at each step p n of the induction there is a divisible P -subcategory F ⊂ F which coincides with F over all the subgroups Q of P either F -selfcentralizing or fulfilling |P : Q| p n , and therefore F = F by condition 3.8. 3 .
First of all, with the notation above we claim that if
and it suffices to consider the triple (λ , σ −1 , λ). Let Q be a third subgroup of P F -isomorphic to Q and consider a morphism ϕ ∈ F (Q , Q ), so that mutatis mutandis we have subgroups V and V of P F -isomorphic to Q and Q , which are fully centralized and fully normalized in F and admit
for any u ∈ Q ; in particular, denoting by λ * the inverse of the group isomorphism
inducing an F -isomorphism U ∼ = V ; consequently, it follows from the induction hypothesis and from Lemma 3.9 below that, since V is fully normalized in F , this F -isomorphism can be extended to ρ ∈ F(N P (V ), N P (U )); then, the existence of U , V , λ, μ and the
Let R and R be subgroups of P respectively containing Q and Q , and assume that ψ ∈ F (R , R) fulfills ψ(Q) = Q ; we claim that the F -isomorphism ϕ: Q ∼ = Q induced by ψ belongs to F (Q , Q). Arguing by induction on |R : Q|, we may assume that |R : Q| = 1 and that Q R and Q R ; we already know that there are ζ ∈ F(P , R) and ζ ∈ F(P , R ) such that V = ζ(Q) and V = ζ (Q ) are fully centralized and fully normal-ized in F (cf. 2.7). Then, it follows from the induction hypothesis and from Lemma 3.9 below that there are F -morphisms
for any v ∈ R, it follows from the induction hypothesis and from Lemma 3.9 below that, since V is fully centralized in F , there
for any u ∈ Q; now, the existence of V , V , ν, ν and η proves that ϕ belongs to F (Q , Q). Hence, if R and T are subgroups of P , ϕ an element of F (R, Q) and ψ an element of F (T , R) then ψ • ϕ belongs to F (T , Q); indeed, setting Q = ϕ(Q) and Q = ψ(Q ), and denoting by ϕ : Q ∼ = Q and ψ : Q ∼ = Q the corresponding F -isomorphisms, it follows from our definition that ϕ belongs to F (Q , Q) and, by the arguments above, we already know that ψ and ψ • ϕ respectively belong to F (Q , Q ) and to F (Q , Q).
It remains to prove that F fulfills condition 2.9.2; let K be a subgroup of Aut(Q) containing F Q (Q) and ϕ ∈ F (P , Q) such that Q = ϕ(Q) is fully ϕ K-normalized in F ; since the isomorphism Q ∼ = ϕ(Q) induced by ϕ belongs to F (Q , Q), as in 3.8.4 we have subgroups U and U of P F -isomorphic to Q and Q , which are fully centralized and fully normalized in F and admit 3.8.11
fulfilling equalities 3.8.5 for any u ∈ Q; set 3.8.12
and denote by λ * the inverse of the
Finally, since U = R, it follows from the induction hypothesis and from Lemma 3.9 below that there are ξ ∈ F(P , U · N λ K P (U )) and χ ∈ K such that, for any u ∈ Q, we have
Lemma 3.9. Let X be a nonempty set of subgroups Q of P such that any subgroup R of P fulfilling F(R, Q) = ∅ belongs to X and that any ϕ ∈ F(P , Q) and any subgroup K of Aut(Q) fulfill the following condition:
Then, if R is a subgroup of P , any ψ ∈ F(P , R) which can be extended to an element Q of X normalizing R and any Q-stable subgroup J of Aut(R) fulfill condition 3.9.1.
Proof. Let Q be an element of X such that R ⊂ Q ⊂ N P (R), η an element of F(P , Q) extending ψ and J a Q-stable subgroup of Aut(R); we argue by induction on |N P (R) : Q|. We assume that ψ(R) is fully ψ J -normalized in F and may assume that
and J = ψ J ; it follows from condition 3.9.1 applied to Q and
On the other hand, we have
and therefore, since R = ζ(R) is ζ (J · F Q (R))-fully normalized in F , it follows from the induction hypothesis applied to R, N K P (Q) and the restriction of ζ , and to R , N K P (Q ) and the restriction of ξ , that there are α ∈ F(P , R · N J P (R)), α ∈ F(P , R · N J P (R )) and θ, θ ∈ J such that, for any v ∈ R, we have
Moreover, since R is fully J -normalized in F , setting J = ζ J we get
where ψ * ∈ F(R, R ) is the inverse of the isomorphism R ∼ = R determined by ψ , and u is an element of Q such that the image of χ in Aut(R) is the composition of the conjugation by u with a suitable θ ∈ J ; that is to say, we have ψ
On the exterior quotient of a Frobenius category
4.1. Let P be a finite p-group and F a Frobenius P -category. Denote by F sc the full subcategory of F over the set of all the F -selfcentralizing subgroups of P and, as in 3.5, consider the exterior quotientF sc of F sc . In this section we give some useful properties of this category. We already know that, for any triple of F -selfcentralizing subgroups Q, R and T , any morphismα : Q → R inF sc induces an injective map fromF(T , R) tõ F(T , Q) (cf. Corollary 3.6) and we will consider the elements ofF(T , Q) which, even partially, cannot be extended viaα; precisely, we set
whereθ runs over the set of nonisomorphismsθ : Q → Q from Q inF sc -the set of nonfinal objects in (F • sc ) Q -fulfillingα •θ =α for someα ∈F(R, Q ), which then is unique and we simply say thatθ dividesα settingα =α/θ ; thus, ifα is an isomorphism we haveF(T , Q)α =F(T , Q) and note that the existence ofα is equivalent to the existence of a subgroup of R which is F -isomorphic to Q and contains α(Q) for α ∈α.
4.2.
Actually, an elementβ inF(T , Q) which can be extended to Q viaθ , a fortiori it can be extended to N Q (θ (Q)) for θ ∈θ ; hence, it follows from condition 2.11.1 that β belongs toF(T , Q)α if and only if, for some β ∈β, we have
where α * : α(Q) ∼ = Q and β * : β(Q) ∼ = Q are the inverses of the isomorphisms respectively induced by α and β-which is a symmetric condition. That is to say, with the notation above
Note that, ifF(P , Q)α =F(P , Q) thenα belongs to F(R, Q)˜ιP R •α , which forcesα to be an isomorphism. Moreover, the quotient
clearly acts onF(T , Q)α by composition and if we haveβ •α * •κ v •α =β for somẽ β ∈F(T , Q)α and some v ∈ R, we still have 
F (T , Q) ≡ F (T ) (mod p).
Proof. It is quite clear that, arguing by induction on |T |/|Q|, we get
whereθ runs over the set of morphismsθ : Q → Q from Q inF sc dividingα; hence, it suffices to prove that, when for another such aF -morphismθ : Q → Q , we have
there is aF -isomorphismη: Q ∼ = Q fulfillingη •θ =θ and, in particular, we have
We argue by induction on |R|/|Q| and may assume that |R| = |Q|, that Q and Q are subgroups of R containingQ = α(Q) for some α ∈α, and that the respective homomorphisms θ : Q → Q and θ : Q → Q determined by α are representatives ofθ andθ , so that •
and therefore, according to Corollary 3.6, we still get
now, it follows from the induction hypothesis that there areF -isomorphismsη :
hence, settingη =η •η −1 , we obtain 4.3.13η
and, in particular, we still obtain
The last statement follows from statement 4.2.5 and equality 4.3.1. 2
4.4.
Following S. Jackowski and J. McClure [7] (see also [13] ), let us consider the additive extension ad(F sc ) ofF sc ; the objects of ad(F sc ) are the finite sequences Q = {Q i } i∈I of F -selfcentralizing subgroups Q i of P , and a morphism from another object R = {R j } j ∈J to Q = {Q i } i∈I is a pair (α, f ) formed by a map f : J → I and a familỹ α = {α j } j ∈J of morphismα j : R j → Q f (j) inF sc ; the composition of (α, f ) with another morphism
for any ∈ L. In this category it is quite clear that any pair of objects Q = {Q i } i∈I and R = {R j } j ∈J have a direct sum, namely Q ⊕ R is the corresponding I J -family; in particular, we can identifyF sc to a full subcategory of ad(F sc ) and then we have a canonical isomorphism Q ∼ = i∈I Q i .
4.5. Now, the decomposition 4.3.1 allows us to consider in ad(F sc ) the exterior intersection of two F -selfcentralizing subgroups of P . Explicitly, if R and T are two F -selfcentralizing subgroup of P , we consider the set Y R,T of triples (α, Q,β) where Q is an F -selfcentralizing subgroup of P ,α belongs toF(R, Q)β andβ toF(P , Q)α; we say that two triples (α, Q,β) and (α , Q ,β ) are equivalent if there is an F -isomorphism θ : Q ∼ = Q fulfillingα •θ =α andβ •θ =β, and we denote byỸ R,T the set of equivalent classes of such triples. Note that such anF -isomorphismθ : Q ∼ = Q is unique; indeed, we may assume that the triples coincide and, choosing α ∈α, β ∈β and θ ∈θ , it is easily checked that θ belongs to both α * F R (α(Q)) and β * F T (β(Q)), and therefore it belongs to F Q (Q), so thatθ is the identity inF(Q). Then, in ad(F sc ) we set 
4.6.
Note that, for another choice of the set of representatives, we get an isomorphic object and a unique isomorphism being compatible with the canonical morphisms; actually, we may assume that, for any (α, Q,β) ∈Y R,T , we have Q ⊂ R andα =ι R Q . In the case that there areγ ∈ F(P , R) andδ ∈ F(P , T ) fulfillingγ •α =δ •β, respectively choosing representatives α, β, γ and δ ofα,β,γ andδ fulfilling γ • α = δ • β, it follows from 4.2.1 that
and therefore we get γ (R) ∩ δ(T ) = (γ • α)(Q), which motivates our notation. Proof. With the notation above, in order to discuss the functorial nature of the exterior intersection, consider an F -selfcentralizing subgroup U of P and two morphisms ψ ∈F(R, U ) andη ∈F(T , U ); it follows from Proposition 4.3 thatη determines an isomorphism class of objectsθ : U → U in (F • sc ) U dividingψ such that, settingψ =ψ/θ , we haveη =η •θ for a suitableη ∈F(T , U )ψ and, once again,η is uniquely determined; that is to say, the pair (ψ,η) determines a equivalent class of triples inỸ R,T and, once we have chosen a set of representativesY R,T , it determines a unique triple (ψ , U ,η ) and a unique morphismθ : U → U fulfillingψ =ψ •θ andη =η •θ , so that the following canonical map is bijective 4.7.1 Finally, always from the bijection 4.7.1, it is not difficult to check that, for two other morphismsψ : R → R andη : T → T inF sc , we get
By distributivity, we can extend the exterior intersection to the category ad(F sc ), namely if R = i∈I R i and T = j ∈J T j are two objects in this category, where R i and T j are F -selfcentralizing subgroups of P , then we set
Similarly, if we have two morphisms in this category
where f : I → I and g : J → J are maps,ψ is a I -family of morphismsψ i :
for any i ∈ I andη is a J -family of morphismsη j : T j → T g(j ) for any j ∈ J , all inF sc , then we have morphisms
in ad(F sc ) which clearly define a new morphism
Finally, it is quite clear that the bijections 4.7.1 imply the bijections
for any object U in ad(F sc ), which proves that the exterior intersection is a direct product in this category. Proof. With the notation above, for any triple (α, Q,α ) ∈ Yβ ,β it follows from 4.6 that
Conversely, for any w ∈ T such that β(R) w ∩ β (R ) is F -selfcentralizing, we already know that the morphisms from β(R) w ∩ β (R ) to R and to R induced by β, w and β determine a morphism to R∩ R and therefore it determine a triple which clearly belongs to Yβ ,β ; consequently, by the first argument, there are a suitable u ∈ T and a morphism
compatible with the morphisms induced by β, w, u and β ; actually, we may assume that
and that morphism 4.9.2 is determined by this inclusion; hence, there is v ∈ R fulfilling
for any t ∈ β(R) w ∩ β (R ), and therefore the element
for some v ∈ R , so that u and w determine the same class in β(R)\T /β (R ) and we have
As above, by distributivity we can extend the relative exterior intersection to the category ad(F sc ) and it follows from bijections 4.7.10 and from isomorphisms 4.9.1 that the relative exterior intersection proves the existence of pull-backs in the category ad(F sc ). [7] ; that is to say, m • is a Mackey complement of m if it coincides with m over the objects and for any pull-back in ad(F sc ) Proof. We have indeed a functor m • :F sc → k-mod which coincides with m over the objects and maps any morphismα : R → Q on m(α) −1 or 0 according toα is an isomorphism or not. Then, it suffices to prove the commutativity of diagram 4.11.2 and, by distributivity, we may assume that Q, R and R are objects inF sc ; moreover, ifα is an isomorphism theñ β is an isomorphism too and the commutativity is clear. Thus, assuming thatα is not an isomorphism, we have to prove that (ad(m • ))(β ) • (ad(m))(β) = 0; but, choosing representatives α ofα and α ofα , we know that (cf. Proposition 4.9)
where u ∈ Q runs over the set of elements such that α(R) u ∩ α (R ) is F -selfcentralizing in a set of representatives for α(R)\Q/α (R ) and we consider the morphisms from α(R) u ∩ α (R ) to R and to R induced by α, u and α ; hence, since (ad(m • ))(β ) vanish over the terms of the sum such that α(R) u ⊃ α (R ), for any a ∈ m(R) we have to prove that
where u ∈ Q runs over a set of representatives for α
(R)\T Q (α (R ), α(R)) and we denote byκ α(R),α (R ) (u) the group exomorphism α (R ) → α(R)
determined by the conjugation by u, and by α * and α * the respective isomorphisms R ∼ = α(R) and R ∼ = α (R ) induced by α and α . Proof. Since any quotient of any subfunctor of m still fulfill our hypothesis, from the filtration by powers of p we are easily reduced to the case p · m = 0. Moreover, by Corollary 4.4 in [7] , for any n 1 we have
But, since we assume that the kN Q (α(R))-module m(α(R)) is projective-free, we have Tr
Consider the functor f P : ad(F sc ) → ad(F sc ) defined by the exterior intersection with P ; the structural morphism Q∩ P → P for any object Q in ad(F sc ) shows that f P factorizes via the forgetful functor ft P : ad(F sc ) P → ad(F sc ); explicitly, it suffices to consider the functor ad(F sc ) → ad(F sc ) P mapping Q on the structural morphism above and any morphismα : R → Q onα∩ id P . But, since the category ad(F sc ) P has the final object
for any n 1; hence, we still have H n (f P , ad(m)) = 0 for any n 1. Moreover, the existence of the structural morphismπ Q : Q∩ P → Q for any object Q in ad(F sc ) shows the existence of a natural map 4.13.3 ν P : f P → id ad(F sc ) sending Q toπ Q ; then, it is more or less well known (see [13, Proposition 8 .2]) that we have the commutative diagram 4.13.4
consequently, we get H n (ad(F sc ), ad(m) * ν P ) = 0.
On the other hand, we claim that ad(m • ) defines a natural map 4.13.5
, it is easily checked that the corresponding commutative diagram 4.13.6
Q∩ P Q R∩ P R
is a pull-back and therefore our claim follows from Lemma 4.12.
Moreover, we claim that the composition (ad(m) * ν P ) • μ P coincides with |F(P )| · id ad(m) ; indeed, for any F -selfcentralizing subgroup Q of P , the image of a ∈ m(Q) on
has a zero component in the terms whereη is not an isomorphism, whereas ifη is an isomorphism then we may assume that T = Q and η = id Q ; hence, (ad(m) * ν P )(μ P (Q)) maps a ∈ m(Q) on 4.13.8
which proves the claim. But, we have
Alperin fusions in a Frobenius category
5.1.
Let P be a finite p-group and F a Frobenius P -category; in this section, we prove that the contents of the appendix in [12] can be translated in this abstract setting; as we explain there, the origin of the concepts and the results below goes back to [8] , where we formulate the first systematic treatment of Alperin's Fusion Theorem. As a matter of fact, when dealing with contravariant functors a : F → Ab to the category of abelian groups Ab, it is handy to consider the category ZF where the objects are once again the subgroups of P and, for any pair of subgroups Q and R of P , the set of morphisms from R to Q is the free Z-module ZF(Q, R) over F(Q, R), with the distributive composition which extends the composition in F ; then, we consider the evident augmentation Z-linear map
sending any ϕ ∈ F(Q, R) to 1. Moreover, let us say that a family S of subsets S Q ⊂ a(Q), where Q runs over the set of proper subgroups of P , is a generator family of a whenever, for any proper subgroup Q of P , we have
where R runs over the set of subgroups of P (such that |R| |Q|).
In particular, for any two different elements ϕ, ϕ ∈ F(Q, R)
, we call F -dimorphism or Alperin F -fusion from R to Q the difference ϕ − ϕ; it is clear that the set of F -dimorphisms is stable by left and right composition with F -morphisms; note that, for any ϕ ∈ F(Q, R) 
then there are n ∈ N and an injective map σ : Δ n → I fulfilling
Proof. Equality 5.3.1 is obviously equivalent to
and therefore, since ϕ = ϕ, there are i , i ∈ I (the possibility i = i is not excluded!) and a bijection 5.3.4 π : I − {i } → I − {i } such that, for any i ∈ I − {i }, we have
then, we inductively define σ setting σ (0) = i and σ ( + 1) = π(σ ( )) for any ∈ N such that σ ( ) is already defined and different from i , and we denote by n ∈ N the maximal where σ is defined (so that we get σ (n) = i ). Indeed, arguing by contradiction, assume that there are 0 < n such that σ ( ) = σ ( ); that is to say, we have π (i ) = π (i ) and therefore we get i = π − (i ), a contradiction. 2
5.4.
Note that, by the so-called Yoneda's Lemma, the contravariant functor h F : F → Ab mapping any subgroup Q of P on ZF(P , Q), and any morphism α : R → Q in F on the group homomorphism h F (Q) → h F (R) defined by the composition with α, is projective in the category of contravariant functors Fct(F, Ab); moreover, denoting by Z : F → Ab the trivial contravariant functor mapping all the objects on Z and all the morphisms on id Z , the augmentation maps define a surjective natural map
and therefore the kernel w F = Ker(ε F ) is the Heller translated of the trivial functor Z; in particular, we have the exact sequence
Now, according to Lemma 5.3, it is quite clear that, in the Frobenius category F G associated with a finite group G, the genuine purpose of Alperin's Fusion Theorem [6, Chapter 7] is to describe some generator families of the contravariant functor w F G : F G → Ab.
5.5.
With the analogous purpose in F , we set r F (P ) = w F (P ) and, for any proper subgroup Q of P , set
where R runs over the set of subgroups of P such that |R| > |Q|; note that, since there is ψ ∈ F(P , R) such that ψ(R) is fully normalized in F (cf. 2.7) and the inverse of the isomorphism R ∼ = ψ(R) determined by ψ belongs to F(R, ψ(R)), in definition 5.5.1 it suffices to restrict the sum to the subgroups R which are fully normalized in F ; moreover, if Q is a subgroup of P and θ ∈ F(Q, Q ) is an isomorphism then clearly we have
We say that Q is F -essential when r F (Q) = w F (Q) and call F -irreducible the elements of w F (Q) − r F (Q).
5.6.
Coherently, the elements of r F (Q) are called F -reducible; actually, any element of r F (Q) is a sum of a family of F -reducible Alperin F -fusions from Q to P . Denoting by
it is clear that F(Q) acts on the image of F(P , Q) in h F (Q)/r F (Q)
by multiplication on the right and, as a matter of fact, this action is transitive as we prove below; we denote by F(Q) ρ Q (ϕ) the stabilizer of the image of ϕ ∈ F(P , Q) and, with the notation above, we clearly have
Note that the correspondence mapping Q on r F (Q) defines a subfunctor r F of w F .
Proposition 5.7. Let S = {S Q } Q be a generator family of w F , where Q runs over the set of proper subgroups of P . The family of F -irreducible elements of S still is a generator family of w F and, for any F -essential subgroup Q of P , there is ϕ ∈ F(P , Q) such that S ϕ(Q) contains an F -irreducible element of w F (ϕ(Q)).
Proof. If ω ∈ w F (Q) is F -irreducible and we have
where R runs over the set of subgroups of P setting S P = w F (P ), then necessarily there are a suitable subgroup R of P such that |R| = |Q| and an F -irreducible element σ ∈ S R such that 0 = α R,σ ; in particular, we have R = ϕ(Q) for some ϕ ∈ F(P , Q).
On the other hand, if τ ∈ S Q is an F -reducible element then either Q = P or we have τ = R θ∈w F (R) θ • β R,θ for suitable β R,θ ∈ ZF(R, Q), where R runs over the set of subgroups of P such that |R| > |Q|; in the second case, considering a S-decomposition of any θ ∈ w F (R), we still have τ = R σ ∈S R σ • γ R,σ for suitable γ R,σ ∈ ZF(R, Q), where R runs over the set of subgroups of P such that |R| > |Q|; so that the new family where we replace S Q by S Q − {τ } is a generator family of w F too. 2
Theorem 5.8. A subgroup Q of P is F -essential if and only if it fulfills the following two conditions:
5.8.1 Q is F -selfcentralizing. 5.8.2 F(Q) has a proper subgroup M containing F Q (Q) such that p divides |M/F Q (Q)| and does not divide |(M ∩ M σ )/F Q (Q)| for any σ ∈ F(Q) − M.
In this case, the groups F(Q) ρ Q (ϕ) , when ϕ runs over F(P , Q), are the minimal proper subgroups of F(Q) fulfilling condition 5.8.2 and they contain Sylow p-subgroups of F(Q).
Moreover, ρ Q (F(P , Q)) is a Z-basis of h F (Q)/r F (Q) and F(Q) acts transitively on this set.
Proof. Let ϕ be an element of F(P , Q) such that Q = ϕ(Q) is fully normalized in F (cf. 2.7); if ϕ ∈ F(P , Q), set R = N P (ϕ (Q)) and consider the isomorphism ϕ (Q) ∼ = Q determined by ϕ and ϕ ; it follows easily from condition 2.9.2 that there are ρ ∈ F(P , R ) and σ ∈ F(Q) such that ρ (ϕ (u)) = ϕ(σ (u)) for any u ∈ Q; consequently, denoting by ψ : Q → R the group homomorphism determined by ϕ , we get
In particular, assuming that Q is F -essential, ϕ and ϕ • σ have the same image in
sending σ ∈ F(Q) to the class of ϕ • σ is surjective, and F(Q) acts transitively on the image of F(P , Q); moreover, from the very definition of F(Q) ρ Q (ϕ) , we get the factorization
Furthermore, if we assume that σ / ∈ F(Q) ρ Q (ϕ) then the Alperin F -fusion ϕ − ϕ • σ is not F -reducible; but, setting U = Q · C P (Q ) and considering the element of F(Q ) determined by σ , it follows from statement 2.11.1 that there is ρ ∈ F(U ) such that, for any u ∈ Q, we have ρ(ϕ(u)) = ϕ(σ (u)); hence, denoting by ψ : Q → U the group homomorphism determined by ϕ, we get
, it is clear that Q fulfills condition 5.8.1. Now, set R = N P (Q ); according to Proposition 2.12, F R (Q ) is a Sylow p-subgroup of F(Q ) and it is nontrivial by the argument above; moreover, if v ∈ R and ν is the image of v in F(Q) by the isomorphism determined by ϕ, it is easily checked that
and therefore, since we already have C P (Q ) = Z(Q ), it follows from statement 2.11.1 that, denoting by T the converse image of
for any u ∈ Q; in conclusion, denoting by ξ : T → P the inclusion map, by ξ : T → P the composition of ζ with the corresponding inclusion map, and by η ∈ F(T , Q) the group homomorphism determined by ϕ • τ and by the inclusion ϕ(Q) ⊂ T , we have
and therefore the elements
Conversely, assume that Q fulfills conditions 5.8.1 and 5.8. 
(T ) in F((ξ • η)(Q)) and of ξ (T ) in F((ξ • η)(Q)); consequently, the image of T in F(η(Q)) is contained in the intersection
and strictly contains F η(Q) (η(Q)) by condition 5.8.1, so that we have τ M = τ M which forces τ and τ to be in the same class.
In conclusion, Q is F -essential and, from the Z-linear maps 5.8.6 and 5.8.13, we get the composed Z-linear map 
Indeed, arguing by contradiction, we may assume that there are two normal subgroupsX andX of
andT =X ∩R, they are not trivial and we have
[T ,T ] ⊂X ∩X ∩R = {1}
and then, sinceT ·T contains a noncyclic subgroup of order p 2 , it is well known (cf. 
Corollary 5.10. Let E be a F(P )-stable set of F -essential subgroups of P containing at least a representative for each F -isomorphism class. For any subgroup Q of P and any ϕ ∈ F(P , Q), there are σ ∈ F(P ), a finite family {Q i } i∈I of elements of E and, for any
Proof. Setting E = E ∪ {P } and X F (P ) = F(P ), we firstly prove that, for any ψ, ψ ∈ F(P , Q), there are a finite family {Q j } j ∈J of elements of E and, for any j ∈ J , a p -element η j ∈ X F (Q j ) not fixing ρ Q j (ι P Q j ) and μ j ∈ F(Q j , Q) fulfilling
It is clear that, arguing by induction on |P : Q|, we may assume that Q = P and that ψ − ψ is F -irreducible; but, in this case, Q is F -essential and thus there is Q ∈ E which admits an isomorphism θ ∈ F(Q , Q); moreover, there are τ, τ
are F -reducible (cf. Theorem 5.8 and 5.9.2); thus, since we have
and since τ and τ can be decomposed as products of p -elements of X F (Q ), it suffices to apply the induction hypothesis again. Now, we set ψ = ϕ and ψ = ι P Q and argue by induction on |J |; we may assume that J = ∅ and, according to Lemma 3.3, there is j ∈ J such that ϕ = ι P Q j
• η j • μ j and then, according to the induction hypothesis, ϕ = ι P Q j
• μ j admits the announced decomposition 3.9.
= id P , η j belongs to F(P ) and it is easy to check that ϕ = η j • ϕ still gives the announced decomposition for ϕ. 2
5.11.
With the notation of the corollary above, for the inductive purposes it is handy to introduce the E-length of ϕ: it is the smallest integer E (ϕ) such that we have a decomposition 5.10.1 with
When E is the set of all the F -essential subgroups of P fully normalized in F , we simply write (ϕ) and call it the length of ϕ.
Quotients and normal subcategories of a Frobenius category
6.1. Let P be a finite p-group and F a P -category; if P is a second finite p-group and F a P -category, we say that a group homomorphism α : P → P is (F, F )-functorial whenever, for any pair of subgroups Q and R of P and any ϕ ∈ F(Q, R), we have ϕ(R ∩ Ker(α)) ⊂ Ker(α) and the group homomorphism ϕ : α(R) → α(Q) determined by ϕ belongs to F (α(Q), α(R)). In this case, α determines an evident functor 6.1.1
Fr α : F → F that we call Frobenius functor; denote by Fb(F, F ) the set of (F, F )-functorial homomorphisms from P to P ; clearly, the composition of Frobenius functors is a Frobenius functor. If F = F then id P is obviously (F, F)-functorial and α still determines a natural isomorphism id F ∼ = Fr α ; note that if F is divisible then
and we call inner Frobenius functors the Frobenius functors determined by F(P ).
6.2.
We say that a subgroup U of P is F -stable 6 if ϕ(Q ∩ U) ⊂ U for any subgroup Q of P and any element ϕ of F(P , Q); note that, in particular, U is normal in P , and that the F -stability is a necessary condition to guarantee that U is the kernel of some (F, F )-functorial homomorphism from P to a finite p-group P , where F is a P -category; actually, the next result states that, in the Frobenius categories, it is also a sufficient condition. In this section, from now on we assume that F is a Frobenius P -category Proposition 6.3. Let U be a F -stable subgroup of P and setP = P /U . We have a FrobeniusP -categoryF such that, for any pair of subgroupsQ = Q/U andR = R/U ofP , F(Q,R) is the set of group homomorphismsφ :R →Q induced by the homomorphism in F(Q, R) . Moreover, the canonical homomorphism P →P is (F,F) 
Proof. It is clear that the above correspondence defines aP -category; moreover, whenever Q = Q/U ,R = R/U andT = T /U are subgroups ofP ,φ is an element ofF(Q,R) and θ :T →R is a group homomorphism such thatφ •θ belongs toF(Q,T ), thenφ •θ can be lifted to some ψ ∈ F(Q, T ) and in particular ψ(T ) ⊂ ϕ(R), so that there is a group homomorphism θ : R → T fulfilling ϕ • θ = ψ, which implies that θ belongs to F(R, T ) since F is divisible, and thereforeθ belongs toF(R,T ); thus,F is divisible too.
It is clear thatF fulfills condition 2.9.1. On the other hand, let Q be a subgroup of P containing U and ϕ ∈ F(P , Q), setQ = Q/U and denote byφ :Q →P the group homomorphism determined by ϕ; moreover, letK be a subgroup of Aut(Q) and denote by K the converse image ofK in the stabilizer Aut(Q) U of U in Aut(Q); although K need not map ontoK, it is clear that NK P (Q) is the image of N K P (Q). Set Q = ϕ(Q), K = ϕ K,Q =φ(Q) andK =φK, and assume thatQ is fullyK -normalized inF ;
, it is not difficult to check that Q is fully K -normalized in F , and therefore, since F is a Frobenius category, there are ζ ∈ F(P , Q · N K P (Q)) and χ ∈ K fulfilling ζ(u) = ϕ(χ(u)) for any u ∈ Q; in particular, since χ(U ) = U , we get ζ(U ) = U , so that ζ determines an elementζ of
It remains to prove that the canonical homomorphism P →P is (F,F)-functorial; sinceF is divisible, it suffices to prove that, for any subgroup Q of P and any ϕ ∈ F(P , Q), settingQ = Q · U/U , the homomorphismφ :Q →P induced by ϕ belongs toF(P ,Q), namely to the image of F(P , Q · U) in the set of group homomorphisms fromQ toP . We argue by induction on |P : Q| and on the length of ϕ (cf. 5.11), and it is clear that we may assume that U ⊂ Q; if = 0 then ϕ = σ • ι P Q , where σ ∈ F(P ), and it suffices to consider the group homomorphism Q · U → P induced by σ .
Assume that 1, so that we have ϕ = ι P R • σ • ν, where R is a F -essential subgroup of P fully normalized in F , σ is a p -element of F(R) and ν is an element of F(R, Q) such that ι P R • ν has length − 1 (cf. 5.11); thus, according to the induction hypothesis, 6 We borrow this term from Cartan and Eilemberg; the term "strongly closed" which has been somewhat employed in local theory is inadequate since there is no "strongly closure"! there is ψ ∈ F(P , Q · U) inducing the same homomorphism as ι P R • ν fromQ toP ; in particular, we haveψ(Q) ⊂R and therefore we still have
Otherwise, denote by K the subgroup of elements of F(R) acting trivially onR and set
is a Sylow p-subgroup of K and, by the Frattini argument, we get
but, since R is fully centralized in F , it follows from statement 2.11.1 that any element in N F (R) (F T (R)) can be extended to T and actually determines an element of the sta-
and, again by statement 2.11.1, any element in N F (R) (F S (R)) can be extended to S and actually determines an element of F(S) R . Thus, there are χ ∈ K and τ ∈ F(P , S) such
R is properly contained in S; hence,τ belongs toF(P ,S) and thereforeφ =τ •ῑ S R •η belongs toF(P ,Q). 2
6.4.
With the notation of Proposition 6.3, we callF the U -quotient of F and denote it by F/U . On the other hand, if P is a F -stable subgroup of P , we say that a divisible P -subcategory F of F is normal in F if F(P ) stabilizes F and, for any subgroup Q of P and any ϕ ∈ F(P , Q), we have
in particular, in this case F (Q) is a normal subgroup of F(Q); note that
Indeed, for any ψ ∈ F (P , Q · N K P (Q)), setting Q = ψ(Q) and K = ψ K, the homomorphism ϕ : Q → P mapping ψ(u) on u, for any u ∈ Q, composed with a suitable χ ∈ K , can be extended to some ζ ∈ F(P , Q · N K P (Q )) and, since P is F -stable, we get
which forces the equality.
6.5.
In this section, we prove the existence of a normal Frobenius P -subcategory F a of F -called the adjoint subcategory of F 7 -which is the analogous of O p (G) in a finite group G (but (F G ) a need not to coincide with F O p (G) !). We start by proving a general criterion on normality, which corresponds to the so-called "Frattini argument"; in order to iterate the "Frattini argument," we say that a subgroup Q of P is fully highnormalized in F whenever N 0 = Q and N i = N P (N i−1 ) for any i 1 are fully normalized in F ; it is clear that, for any subgroup Q of P there is ϕ ∈ F(P , Q) such that ϕ(Q) is fully highnormalized in F . Proposition 6.6. Let P be an F -stable subgroup of P and F a divisible P -subcategory of F . Then, F is normal in F if and only if F(P ) stabilizes F and, for any subgroup Q of P we have
Proof. Firstly, assume that F is normal in F ; we already know that F(P ) stabilizes F . We argue by induction on |P : Q| and may assume that
for any u ∈ Q; then, by the induction hypothesis, there are ζ ∈ F (P , R) and μ ∈ F(P ) such that ζ = μ • ζ , and therefore, denoting by ϕ * ∈ F(Q , Q) the element determined by ϕ, we get
Mutatis mutandis, we still get
•ξ * for some ξ * ∈ F (ν −1 (Q ), Q ) since F is divisible, and therefore we have
that is to say, setting λ = ν −1 • μ and denoting by α ∈ F (μ −1 (Q ), Q) the isomorphism mapping u ∈ Q on ζ (χ (u)) and by δ ∈ F(ν −1 (Q ), μ −1 (Q )) and ε ∈ F(Q , λ −1 (Q )) the isomorphisms determined by λ, we finally obtain δ • α = ξ * • ϕ * and therefore we get 6.6.5 7 The terminology comes from the Chevalley groups. All this part has been presented in the Chevalley Seminar in February 1992.
Conversely, if F(P ) stabilizes F and equality 6.6.1 holds then, for any subgroup Q of P and any ϕ ∈ F(P , Q), we already know that ϕ = ι P P • ψ where ψ ∈ F(P , Q) and therefore we have ψ = ν • ψ for suitable ν ∈ F(P ) and ψ ∈ F (P , Q); thus, we get
Proposition 6.7. Let P be an F -stable subgroup of P and F a normal Frobenius Psubcategory of F . For any subgroup Q of P fully highnormalized in F , the restriction determines a group isomorphism
Moreover, if Q is a subgroup of P fully highnormalized in F and θ : Q ∼ = Q is an F -isomorphism then there is σ ∈ F(P ) inducing with θ the commutative diagram 6.7.2
Proof. First of all note that, by Proposition 6.6, we have ι P Q • θ = τ • ϕ , for suitable τ ∈ F(P ) and ϕ ∈ F (P , Q), and then Q = ϕ (Q) = τ −1 (Q ) still remains fully highnormalized in F ; so, replacing Q by Q and θ by the isomorphism θ : Q ∼ = Q determined by ϕ , we may assume that θ is an F -isomorphism.
Set N 0 = Q, N 0 = Q and N i = N P (N i−1 ), N i = N P (N i−1 ) for any i 1; since F is a Frobenius P -category, for any F -isomorphism θ i : N i ∼ = N i it follows from our hypothesis and from condition 2.9.2 that there are a F -isomorphism θ i+1 : N i+1 ∼ = N i+1 and an element χ i ∈ F (N i ) fulfilling θ i+1 (u) = θ i (χ i (u)) for any u ∈ N i . In the case where Q = Q, we have N i = N i and this proves the surjectivity of the group homomorphism
• χ i can be extended to an element of F (N i+1 ) since it can be extended to one of F(N i+1 ) (cf. 2.11.1), which proves the injectivity. In the general case θ i and θ i+1 induce the commutative diagram 6.7.4
Now, the proposition follows from the composition of isomorphisms 6.7.3 for all i 0. Proof. Clearly F(P ) • F (P , Q) ⊂ F(P , Q); conversely, we will prove that any ϕ ∈ F(P , Q) belongs to F(P ) • F (P , Q) arguing by induction on (ϕ) introduced in 5.11; since the inclusion ι P Q : Q → P belongs to F (P , Q), we may assume that (ϕ) 1 and therefore there are ψ ∈ F(P , Q), an F -essential subgroup R of P fully normalized in F , an element η of F(R, Q) and a p -element τ of X F (R) (cf. 5.9.2) such that
by the induction hypothesis, we get ψ = σ • ψ for suitable σ ∈ F(P ) and ψ ∈ F (P , Q) and thus, setting R = σ −1 (R) and denoting by θ ∈ F(R , R) the isomorphism determined by σ −1 , we have
If Q is fully K-normalized in F and ψ an element of
, by the above argument, we get ψ = σ • ψ where σ ∈ F(P ) and ψ ∈ F (P , Q · N K P (Q)), and therefore we still get
Moreover, if Q is fully centralized in both F and F , then Q is either F -or F -selfcentralizing if and only if C P (Q) ⊂ Q. 2 Corollary 6.9. If F is a Frobenius P -category contained in F which, for any
Proof. If Q is F -essential (cf. 5.5), it is F -selfcentralizing (cf. 5.8.1), and we have (cf. 5.9.2) 
for any subgroup Q of P .
Proof. For any pair of subgroups Q and R of P , we define FH (Q, R) as the set of group homomorphisms ϕ :
denote the group isomorphism determined by χ , and therefore χ R • ψ belongs to F(χ(R), T ); hence, since
; that is to say, FH is a P -category and we claim that it is a Frobenius P -category too.
Indeed, if ϕ • θ ∈ FH (Q, T ) for some group homomorphism θ : T → R then, for some ζ ∈ H and ν ∈ F(P , T ),
Since FH (P ) = H , FH fulfills condition 2.9.1. On the other hand, let Q be a subgroup of P , K a subgroup of Aut(Q) and ϕ an element of FH (P , Q) such that ϕ(Q) is fully ϕ K-normalized in FH ; thus, there are η ∈ H and ψ ∈ F(P , Q) such that ϕ = η • ψ , and it is quite clear that ψ(Q) is fully ψ K-normalized in FH , and a fortiori in F (since FH contains F ); consequently, since F is a Frobenius P -category, there are ζ ∈ F(P , Q · N K P (Q)) and χ ∈ K such that ζ(u) = ψ(χ(u)) for any u ∈ Q; hence, setting ξ = η • ζ , we get ξ(u) = ϕ(χ(u)) for any u ∈ Q. 2 Theorem 6.11. The set of Frobenius P -categoriesF contained in F which fulfill X F (Q) ⊂ F(Q) for any F -essential subgroup Q of P has a smallest element F a . Moreover, if P is a F -stable subgroup of P and F is a normal Frobenius P -subcategory of F then F a contains F a .
Proof. First of all we will prove that ifF andF are Frobenius P -and P -categories which are contained in F and F , respectively, and fulfill
for any F -essential subgroup Q of P and any F -essential subgroup Q of P , then the smallest element of the set of divisible P -categories F which are contained in F and, for any F -selfcentralizing subgroup Q of P , fulfill
is a Frobenius P -category. Denote by F this smallest element; we will prove that F fulfills the four conditions of Theorem 3.8. By the very definition of F , it fulfills condition 3.8.3. Since F P (P ) is a Sylow p-subgroup of F (P ), a fortiori it is a Sylow p-subgroup of F (P ). Moreover, by Proposition 6.8, a selfcentralizing subgroup Q of P fully normalized in F is fully normalized in F too and therefore it is F -selfcentralizing, so that it is F -selfcentralizing.
If Q is a F -selfcentralizing subgroup of P then it is also F -andF -selfcentralizing by Proposition 6.8; let R be a subgroup of N P (Q) containing Q, and ϕ ∈ F (P , Q) such that ϕ F R (Q) ⊂ F P (Q ), where Q = ϕ (Q); then, it follows from statement 2.11.1 that there is ψ ∈F (P , R) extending ϕ . Moreover, setting R = ψ (R), let θ be an element ofF(P , R ) such that Q = θ(Q ) is θ F R (Q )-fully normalized inF ; according to condition 2.9.2, there are ζ ∈F(P , R) and w ∈ R fulfilling ζ(u w ) = θ(ϕ (u)) for any u ∈ Q; but, since P is F -stable, we have
for suitable ω ∈F(P , R) and η ∈F(P , R); thus, η and the group homomorphism R → P mapping v ∈ R on ω(ψ (v)) coincide over Q and therefore, since Q isFselfcentralizing, we have η(R) = R = ω(ψ (R)) and there is σ ∈ F(R ) fulfilling σ (η(v)) = ω(ψ (v)) for any v ∈ R, and σ (u) = u for any u ∈ Q. On the one hand, by Thompson's Lemma (cf. Theorem 3.4 in [6, Chapter 5]), the group K of automorphisms of R acting trivially on Q is a p-group. Moreover, it follows from Proposition 6.6 that, since F is normal in F , Q is F -selfcentralizing too and therefore we have P ∩ (C P (Q ) · R ) = R ; in particular, we get N K P (R ) = C P (Q ) and therefore, since Q is fully centralized in F by Propositions 2.12 and 6.8, R is fully K -normalized in F ; then, by Proposition 2.12 again, K ∩ F P (R ) = K ∩ F(R ) and thus we obtain z ∈ C P (Q ) fulfilling σ (η(v)) = η(v) z for any v ∈ R. Hence, σ • η also belongs toF(P , R) and therefore, sinceF is divisible, the group isomorphism R ∼ = R determined by ψ belongs toF(R , R) too, so that ψ belongs to F (P , R) (cf. 6.8.1). Consequently, F is a Frobenius P -category. Now, applying this result to the case P = P and F = F , we get the smallest element F a in the set above. In the general case note that, for any subgroup Q of P , we have (F(Q) ); according to inclusion 6.12.1 below, we can apply the above result to the Frobenius P -and P -categoriesF = F a andF = F a ; then, the minimality of F a forces F a = F a ∩ F a , so that F a contains F a . 2 6.12. It follows from Corollary 6.3 that (F a ) a = F a . Moreover, from Propositions 6.6 and 6.8 it is not difficult to prove that if F is a normal Frobenius P -category of F then F a is normal in F too. In particular, for any subgroup Q of P , F a (Q) is a normal subgroup of F(Q); but, choosing ϕ ∈ F(P , Q) such that ϕ(Q) is fully normalized in F , it follows from Propositions 2.12 and 6.8 that |F a (Q)| p = |F(Q)| p ; consequently, we get
Furthermore, if U is a F -stable subgroup of P then, settingP = P /U and denoting byF the U -quotient of F , the image F a of F a inF containsF a ; indeed, on one hand it is clear that U is also F a -stable and this image is just the U -quotient of F a ; on the other hand, for any subgroup
, whereQ = Q · U/U , and therefore, according to inclusion 6.12.1, F a (Q) contains XF (Q) wheneverQ isF -essential.
The hyperfocal subcategory of a Frobenius category
7.1. Let P be a finite p-group and F a Frobenius P -category; denoting by i F the inclusion functor from F to the category Gr of groups, we call F -focal subgroup of P the kernel F F of the surjective canonical homomorphism
actually, it follows easily from Corollary 5.10 that F F is generated by the union of the sets {u −1 σ (u)} u∈Q where Q runs over the set of subgroups of P and σ ∈ F(Q). More generally, the F -hyperfocal subgroup is the subgroup H F of P generated by the union of the sets {u −1 σ (u)} u∈Q where Q runs over the set of subgroups of P and σ over the set of p -elements of F(Q); if F is the Frobenius category associated with a finite group G then In particular, we get
Proof. We argue by induction on the length of ϕ (cf. 5.11); since O p (F(P )) acts trivially on the quotient P /H F , we may assume that 1 and therefore that we have ϕ = ι P R •σ •ν, where R is an F -essential subgroup of P , σ is a p -element of F(R) and ν is an element of F(R, Q) such that ι P R • ν has length − 1 (cf. 5.11); consequently, there is w ∈ P such that, for any u ∈ Q, we get
7.3.
Thus, any normal subgroup P of P containing the hyperfocal subgroup H F is F -stable and the corresponding P -quotientF clearly is the Frobenius category associated with the groupP = P /P . We will prove the existence of a Frobenius H F -subcategory F h of F -called the hyperfocal subcategory of F -which will correspond to O p (G) whenever F is the Frobenius category associated with a finite group G. First of all note that
Indeed, we already know that F P (Q) is a Sylow p-subgroup of F(Q) (cf. Proposition 2.12) and that the intersection 
for any subgroup Q of P fully normalized in F .
Proof. For any subgroup Q of P , choose η ∈ F(P , Q) such that Q = η(Q) is fully normalized in F and denote by F (Q) the subgroup of F(Q) fulfilling
, which will guarantee condition 2.9.1 in 7.4.9 below, and we claim that F (Q) does not depend on the choice of η. Indeed, for another choice η ∈ F(P , Q) of η, setting Q = η (Q) and denoting by σ : Q ∼ = Q the corresponding group isomorphism, we obviously have
and there is ζ ∈ F(P , N P (Q )) extending σ • χ for a suitable χ ∈ F(Q ); thus, since P is F -stable, we get ζ (N P (Q )) = N P (Q ) and, since F (Q ) is normal in F(Q ), we still get
Consequently, it is easily checked that, for any ϕ ∈ F(P , Q), we have
Moreover, if R is a subgroup of Q then the action over R of the stabilizer F (Q) R of R is contained in F (R); indeed, we may assume that Q is fully normalized in F and then
LetF be the minimal divisible P -category such that F (Q) ⊂F (Q) for any subgroup Q of P (cf. 2.3), so that F (P ) =F (P ); it is quite clear thatF is a normal P -subcategory of F . For any pair Q and Q ofF -isomorphic subgroups of P , consider the set F (Q , Q) of ϕ ∈F (Q , Q) such that there is a subgroup U of P F -isomorphic to Q and Q , which is fully F (U )-normalized inF and admitsF -morphisms
and σ ∈ F (U ) fulfilling
for any u ∈ Q; note that we have ϕ −1 ∈ F (Q, Q ). Moreover, we have
, if ϕ ∈ F (Q) then it suffices to choose λ = λ and σ = λ ϕ, while if ϕ is the conjugation by some u ∈ P then we consider σ = id U and λ equal to the composition of λ with the isomorphism N P (Q ) ∼ = N P (Q) induced by u −1 . More generally, for any pair of subgroups Q and R of P we set
where ι Q ϕ(R) denotes the corresponding inclusion map, and, arguing by induction on |P :R|, we will prove that F is P -category fulfilling conditions 2.3.1 and 2.9.2, that it coincides withF and that, for any subgroup Q of P , it fulfills F (Q, Q) = F (Q). First of all note that, according to 2.3, at each step p n of the induction there is a divisible P -category F which is contained inF , fulfills F (Q) ⊂ F (Q, Q) for any subgroup Q of P and coincides with F over all the pairs of subgroups R of P fulfilling |P : R| p n , so that we have F =F by minimality. Moreover, if Q is fully F (Q)-normalized inF , we have |P : Q| = p n+1 , ϕ is an element of F (Q, Q) and we choose U , λ, λ and σ as above then, denoting by λ * the inverse of the isomorphism
but, since Q = N P (Q), we haveF (N P (Q)) = F (N P (Q)) by the induction hypothesis; hence, the restriction of λ * • λ to Q belongs to F (Q) and, since for any u ∈ Q we have (cf. 7.4.7)
ϕ belongs to F (Q). In conclusion, sinceF is a normal P -subcategory of F , for any subgroup Q of P having index p n+1 we get
F (Q) = F (Q, Q).
With the notation above, if Q is a third subgroup of P F -isomorphic to Q and Q , and ψ is an element of F (Q , Q ) obtained from a corresponding choice U , μ, μ and σ , then, denoting by λ * the inverse of the isomorphism N P (Q ) ∼ = λ (N P (Q )) induced by λ and considering the composition Let R and R be subgroups of P respectively containing Q and Q , and assume that ψ ∈ F (R , R) fulfills ψ(Q) = Q ; we claim that theF -isomorphism ϕ: Q ∼ = Q induced by ψ belongs to F (Q , Q). Arguing by induction on |R : Q|, we may assume that |R : Q| = 1 and that both Q is normal in R and Q is normal in R ; we already know that there is ζ ∈F (P , R) and ζ ∈ F(P , R ) such that V = ζ(Q) and V = ζ (Q ) are fully F (V )-and F (V )-normalized inF , respectively (cf. 2.7). Then, it follows from the induction hypothesis and from Lemma 3.9 that there areF -morphisms 7.4. and Q = ψ(Q ), and denoting by ϕ * : Q ∼ = Q and by ψ * : Q ∼ = Q the correspondinĝ F -isomorphisms, according to our definition, ϕ * belongs to F (Q , Q) and we already know that ψ * and ψ * • ϕ * respectively belong to F (Q , Q ) and to F (Q , Q).
It remains to prove that F fulfills condition 2.9.2; note that we already have proved that F (Q) = F (Q, Q) =F (Q). Let K be a subgroup of Aut(Q) and ϕ an element of F (P , Q) such that Q = ϕ(Q) is fully ϕ K-normalized in F ; actually, we may assume that K ⊂ F (Q) and, setting R = Q · N ϕ K P (Q ), we choose ψ ∈ F(P , R ) such that Q = ψ (Q ) is both fully ψ ( ϕ K)-normalized and fully F (Q )-normalized in F (cf. 2.7); then, since F is a Frobenius P -category, there are ζ ∈ F(P , Q · N K P (Q)) and χ ∈ K fulfilling ζ(u) = ψ (ϕ(χ(u))) for any u ∈ Q; but, since P is F -stable, we have and, by Proposition 6.6, there are ξ ∈ F (P , Q · N K P (Q)), η ∈ F (P , R ) and v, w ∈ P such that, for any u ∈ Q, we have Consequently, since ξ , η , ϕ and χ are F -morphisms, the action by conjugation of wv −1 on v Q belongs to F ( w Q , v Q ); that is to say, we have a subgroup U of P which isF -isomorphic to both w Q and v Q , is fully normalized inF and which admitsF -morphisms for any u ∈ Q ; actually, according to 2.7 and Proposition 6.6, we can modify our choice of U , λ, λ and σ in such a way that U is fully normalized in F too; moreover, since Q is fully F (Q )-normalized in F and P is F -stable, we get On the other hand, since F is a Frobenius P -category, U is fully centralized in F (cf. Proposition 2.12) and it follows from statement 2.11.1 that the following restriction homomorphism is surjective 
and therefore we getF h (Q) ⊂ F h (Q); now, our claim follows from Corollary 5.10. Moreover, ifF is normal in F then it is easily checked that F(P ) stabilizes HF and it follows from Proposition 6.6 thatF h is normal in F too.
7.6.
On the other hand, if U is a F -stable subgroup of P then, settingP = P /U and denoting byF the U -quotient of F , it is easily checked that 7.6.1 HF = (U · H F )/U and we claim thatF h contains the image of F h inF ; indeed, mutatis mutandis, for any subgroup Q of H F , choose ϕ ∈ F(P , Q) such that Q = ϕ(Q) is fully normalized in F , so that we have
hence, the image of F h (Q ) inF(Q ) is contained inF h (Q ) and therefore the image of F h (Q) is contained inF h (Q); once again, our claim follows from Corollary 5.10. Our two last results are concerned by the hyperfocal subgroups of the centralizers in F ; we need them in [14] . induced by a morphism ζ ∈ F(R · C P (R), ϕ(R) · C P (Q)) fulfilling ζ(ϕ(v)) = v for any v ∈ R.
Proof. Since F is equivalent to the full subcategory over the set of subgroups of P fully centralized in F , in order to define a contravariant functor F →Gr up to natural isomorphisms, it suffices to define it over this full subcategory. With the notation above, the existence of ζ follows from statement 2.11.1 applied to the inverse of the isomorphism R ∼ = ϕ(R) induced by ϕ; then, it is clear that ζ(C P (Q)) ⊂ C P (R) and the restriction ξ : C P (Q) → C P (R) of ζ is (C F (Q), C F (R))-functorial since, for any subgroup U of C P (Q) and any morphism θ ∈ F(Q · C P (Q), Q · U) fulfilling θ(U ) ⊂ C P (Q) and θ(u) = u for any u ∈ Q, the group homomorphism η : R · ξ(U ) → R · ξ(C P (Q)) mapping vξ(u) on ζ(ϕ(v)θ(u)), for any v ∈ R and any u ∈ U , clearly induces an C F (R)-morphism from ξ(U ) to ξ(C P (Q)). Consequently, we have
ζ(H C F (Q) ) ⊂ H C F (R)
and therefore ζ induces the announced homomorphism 7.8.2. Moreover, for another choice ζ of ζ , it is quite clear that the isomorphism ζ(C P (Q)) ∼ = ζ (C P (Q)) induced by them is a C F (R)-isomorphism and therefore, according to Lemma 7.2, there is z ∈ C P (R) such that, for any u ∈ C P (Q), we have
so that the group homomorphisms induced by ζ and by ζ determine the same morphism inGr
h\c F (ϕ) : C P (Q)/H C F (Q) → C P (R)/H C F (R) .
Finally, for a third subgroup T of P fully centralized in F and for any F -morphism ψ : T → R, it is easily checked that 7.8.5
